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Secrets of the Human Body 2017-09-21
206 bones one heart two eyes ten fingers you may think you know what makes up a human
but it turns out our bodies are full of surprises

はじめてのからだえほん 2014-02-04
からだって ものすごくよくできている からだのふしぎを楽しく学ぶ絵本

Social Aspects of the Human Body 1978
a cultural history of the human body presents an authoritative survey from ancient times
to the present this set of six volumes covers 2800 years of the human body as a physical
social spiritual and cultural object volume 1 a cultural history of the human body in
antiquity 1300 bce 500 ce edited by daniel garrison northwestern university volume 2 a
cultural history of the human body in the medieval age 500 1500 edited by linda kalof
michigan state university volume 3 a cultural history of the human body in the renaissance
1400 1650 edited by linda kalof michigan state university and william bynum university
college london volume 4 a cultural history of the human body in the enlightenment 1600
1800 edited by carole reeves wellcome trust centre for the history of medicine university
college london volume 5 a cultural history of the human body in the age of empire 1800
1920 edited by michael sappol national library of medicine in washington dc and stephen p
rice ramapo college of new jersey volume 6 a cultural history of the human body in the
modern age 1900 21st century edited by ivan crozier university of edinburgh and chiara
beccalossi university of queensland each volume discusses the same themes in its chapters
1 birth and death 2 health and disease 3 sex and sexuality 4 medical knowledge and
technology 5 popular beliefs 6 beauty and concepts of the ideal 7 marked bodies i gender
race class age disability and disease 8 marked bodies ii the bestial the divine and the
natural 9 cultural representations of the body 10 the self and society this means readers
can either have a broad overview of a period by reading a volume or follow a theme
through history by reading the relevant chapter in each volume superbly illustrated the
full six volume set combines to present the most authoritative and comprehensive survey
available on the human body through history

A Cultural History of the Human Body in the Modern
Age 2010
body matters approaches the material world directly it seeks to remind people that they
are the matter of their bodies this volume offers an assortment of contributions from
anthropology archaeology and medieval studies with case studies from northern europe
the near east east africa and amazonia which variously draw attention to the multiple
shifting materials that comprise impact upon and co create human bodies this lively
collection foregrounds myriad material influences interacting with and shaping the human
body the chapters come together to illustrate the fundamental fleshy bony suppurating
leaky and oozing physicality of being human ultimately by reminding readers of their
indisputable materiality body matters seeks to draw people and the rest of the material
world together to illustrate that bodies not only seep into and are part of the landscape
but equally that people and the material world are inextricably co constitutive



Body Matters 2019-05-01
few machines can claim to be as awesome as the one with which we are most familiar the
human body but what do we really know about its form and function so much of which we
take for granted this book will expand your knowledge in remarkable ways layer by layer it
features detailed double page maps of different body systems cross sections of organs
electron microscopic images and other lavish photographic documentation as well as up to
the minute anatomical and medical facts this comprehensive atlas is a fascinating
reference that will help you respect and appreciate the body you re in

The Illustrated Atlas of the Human Body 2008
introduces the component parts of the human body and explores the ways in which they
function

Human Body 1997
an illustrated guide to the structure functions and disorders of the human body

Human Body 2001
the story of the human body is perhaps the greatest story ever told spelled out over
millions of years of evolution and repeated by each of us in our own lifetime we live it and
yet remain largely unaware of the intricate processes that play out within ourselves and
those around us for example why can very young children learn languages more easily
than adults why do our bodies break down during old age how can a baby a separate and
genetically different human being be created inside a mother without being rejected by
her body how have our complex and little understood brains contributed to making us the
most successful species on the planet now the learning channel presents intimate universe
the extraordinary story of human life from birth to death which explores at each stage the
incredible physical workings of our bodies it is a unique and enthralling account of the
body s journey from the miracle of conception and the shock of birth through the rapid
and turbulent changes of adolescence and the gradual deceleration into old age and death
in intimate universe author anthony smith transcends anatomical trivia to chronicle the
body s powerful tale in a clear and captivating style he narrates the miraculous dramas
that unfold within the hidden architecture of our internal structures whether it s the week
by week account of an unborn baby s development the uncanny signals and connections
made by the brain the remarkable abilities of the immune system or simply the way our
body sustains itself under different conditions smith explains the basics of physiology
simply and elegantly to support the author s exceptional narrative intimateuniverse
includes over 150 full color illustrations computer generated images and state of the art
microphotography that illuminate and add context to the topics discussed in addition the
book provides relevant anecdotes for each of the major chapters an excellent addition to
any family library intimate universe is not only a valuable and comprehensive reference
but a resource that will provide new insight into our bodies physiological challenges and
fascinating secrets allowing us to better understand ourselves explore the marvels and
mysteries of the human body all the dna present at the moment of conception of the 5 8
billion people alive today would weigh only one thousandth of an ounce here s how to spot
the brain at work stand directly in front of someone and ask an arithmetical question left
brain activity will cause the person s eyes to avert to the right ask a spatial question and



the eyes will avert to the left reflecting right brain activity if the body s branching network
of blood vessels were placed end to end they would stretch for nearly 60 000 miles more
than seven times the distance around the equator hearing is never more acute than at
birth and declines gradually with time by the age of ten a child will have heard more
sounds than he will hear during the rest of his life as skin becomes less elastic the
repeated puckering caused by facial expressions begins to etch permanent lines scientists
estimate it takes 200 000 frowns to make a brow line no one is born with freckles they are
a protective response against sunlight during a child s first year 60 percent of her food
intake goes toward providingenergy for brain growth and development

Intimate Universe 1998
introduction to the human body 10th edition offers a balanced introduction to the human
body especially developed to meet the needs of the one semester a p course it provides an
effective blend of stunning art and clearly written text to illuminate the complexities of the
human body class tested pedagogy is woven into the narrative and illustrations to ensure
that students gain a solid understanding of the material

Introduction to the Human Body 2014-12-15
describes the physiology of the human including the bones muscles organs and systems
which keep us alive and functioning

The Human Body: Its Structure and Operation 1963
many of the earliest books particularly those dating back to the 1900s and before are now
extremely scarce and increasingly expensive we are republishing these classic works in
affordable high quality modern editions using the original text and artwork

The Human Body 1978
the long nineteenth century was an age of empire and empire builders of state formation
and expansion and of colonial and imperial wars and conquest throughout most of the
world it was also an age that saw enormous changes in how people gave meaning to and
made sense of the human body spanning the period from 1800 to 1920 this volume takes
up a host of topics in the cultural history of the human body including the rise of modern
medicine and debates about vaccination the representation of sexual perversity
developments in medical technology and new conceptions of bodily perfection a cultural
history of the human body in the age of empire presents an overview of the period with
essays on the centrality of the human body in birth and death health and disease sexuality
beauty and concepts of the ideal bodies marked by gender race class and disease cultural
representations and popular beliefs and self and society

The Wonderful Story of the Human Body 2008-05
what is the most complex machine on earth the human body with inside the human body
we ll peel back the layers to take a look inside this amazing machine and learn the basic
anatomy of the human body and its bones muscles blood vessels nerves and organs stem
activities text to self and text to world connections links to online resources and
fascinating trivia make learning applicable and fundamental provided by publisher



The Human Body 1990
this money saving package is a must have for nursing students it includes herlihy s the
human body in health and illness 3rd edition text and an electronic version of the textbook
that allows students to search highlight information take notes share notes and more this
package makes it simple for students to make the most of their study time and get more
use out of their textbooks

The Human Body in Equipment Design 1966
with this series you ll be able to impress your friends with extreme facts on all things
science discover mind blowing statistics and hair raising truths that will leave your friends
and family gob smacked

A Cultural History of the Human Body in the Age of
Empire 2014-03-13
this is the first book in healthcare ethics addressing the moral issues regarding ownership
of the human body modern medicine increasingly transforms the body and makes use of
body parts for diagnostic therapeutic and preventive purposes the book analyzes the
concept of body ownership it also reviews the ownership issues arising in clinical care for
example donation policies autopsy and biomedical research societies and legal systems
also have to deal with issues of body ownership a comparison is made between specific
legal arrangements in the netherlands and france as examples of legal approaches in the
final section of the book different theoretical perspectives on the human body are analyzed
libertarian personalist deontological and utilitarian theories of body ownership

Inside the Human Body 2020
the 2nd edition of human body composition includes updated information and new
chapters the editors and 35 contributors are well respected researchers in the field of
body composition science this is one of few texts that provides comprehensive coverage of
body composition research the primary intent is to present current information on
research methods this book can serve as a textbook for those who are students or new
researchers descriptions of various methods and background information are imparted in
great detail with numerous references new chapters address energy expenditure animal
body composition molecular genetics and body composition as it relates to disease states
of cancer hiv obesity and certain inflammatory diseases like rheumatoid arthritis
inflammatory bowel disease congestive heart failure and chronic obstructive pulmonary
disease this book is recommended for students and new researchers in the field of body
composition research who need to learn various methods histories and practical
applications publisher s description

The Human Body in Health and Illness 2008-06-01
human body is a 300 entry mini encyclopedia of the human body ideal for anatomy
students



Human Body 2017-07-13
each part of the human body is assigned to do specific jobs the heart pumps blood the
lungs helps to breathe the brain directs the stomach digests food cells actively repair
muscles contract and relax find answers to the questions about our body structure its
machinery anatomy and its importance every page is packed with colourful pictures and
illustrations that give life to information and inspire a child for future discovery

Ownership of the Human Body 2013-11-11
hamlet s mortal coil which eventually and inevitably we shuffle off when we enter the
sleep of death as he puts it has never been static indeed how the human body and its
component parts have been understood individually and collectively has shifted across
time shaped by culture religion and technology in this probing and provocative new book
fay bound alberti uses the global histories of medicine pathology and emotions to explore
these changing notions each chapter uses a different focus bones skin sexual organs spine
tongue heart revealing how each body part connects to a peculiarly western notion of
expertise one which appropriates one element from the others and ignores their
interconnection the themes examined in this mortal coil the nature of identity the
relationship between the brain and the heart and the gendering of our physical and
emotional selves are enduring ones but perceptions of the perfect body or perfect health
evolve constantly moving between the surface and what lies beneath alberti provides a
rich and fascinating accounting of each part shedding light on the role scientific
developments from medical care to plastic surgery to cloning plays in how we look at
ourselves written with insight and narrative verve alberti s provocative book reveals how
the mortal coil can be unwound and looked at as if for the first time

Human Body Composition 2005
this concise illuminating guide takes us on a comprehensive tour of our bodies explaining
how they work and why they work that way from the basic unit of the cell through the
tissues and organs that make up the body s systems to how these systems work together
to form a complete human being from evolution genetics and conception through to
disease death and how technology will transform the body of the future the human body in
minutes covers the features and functions of all the major body systems including the
skeletal muscular digestive respiratory cardiovascular immune reproductive nervous and
hormonal systems as well as human evolution inheritance and genetics human behavior
and illness and medicine with 200 cutting edge anatomical images cross sections and
closeups that detail and explain the brain eye heart skin skeleton lung kidney ear blood
liver stomach muscles veins arteries dna chromosomes and all of the key features of our
bodies this is the perfect easy reference to the anatomy physiology and science of the
human body

The Human Body in Health & Disease 2005
the sunday times science book of the year anatomies by hugh aldersey williams author of
bestseller periodic tales is a splendidly entertaining journey through the art science
literature and history of the human body magnificent inspired he writes like a latter day
montaigne stimulating scientific hypotheses bold philosophic theories illuminating
quotations and curious facts i recommend it to all telegraph splendid highly entertaining



chock full of insights it inserts fascinating scientific snippets and anecdotes about our
organs into the wider history of our changing understanding of our bodies sunday times a
relentlessly entertaining cultural history of the human body brims with fascinating details
infectious enthusiasm the terrain he covers is so richly brought to life guardian elegant
and informative for aldersey williams the body is a thing of wonder and a repository of
fascinating facts mail on sunday in anatomies bestselling author hugh aldersey williams
investigates that marvellous mysterious form the human body providing a treasure trove
of surprising facts remarkable stories and startling information drawn from across history
science art and literature from finger prints to angel physiology from isaac newton s death
mask to the afterlife of einstein s brain he explores our relationship with our bodies and
investigates our changing attitudes to the extraordinary physical shell we inhabit more
than a science book it s also history biography and autobiography anatomies is writing at
its most refined regardless of genre sunday times praise for periodic tales science writing
at its best fascinating and beautiful if only chemistry had been like this at school to
meander through the periodic table with him is like going round a zoo with gerald durrell
a rich compilation of delicious tales but it offers greater rewards too matt ridley
immensely engaging and continually makes one sit up in surprise sunday times splendid
enjoyable and polished observer full of good stories and he knows how to tell them well an
agreeable jumble of anecdote reflection and information sunday telegraph great fun to
read and an endless fund of unlikely and improbable anecdotes sharp and often witty
financial times hugh aldersey williams studied natural sciences at cambridge he is the
author of several books exploring science design and architecture and has curated
exhibitions at the victoria and albert museum and the wellcome collection his previous
book periodic tales the curious lives of the elements was a sunday times bestseller and has
been published in many languages around the world he lives in norfolk with his wife and
son

Human Body 2016
in everyday life we are not for the most part actively conscious of our bodies or the bodies
of others we simply take them for granted this new edition of a lively introduction to the
sociology of the body examines what certain aspects of our bodies such as the size shape
smell and demeanour reveal about the social organization of everyday life and how the
body is crucial to the way we engage with the world and the people around us the human
body is endowed with varied forms of social significance which sociology has addressed by
asking questions such as to what degree do individuals have control over their own bodies
what interest does the state have in regulating the human body how significant is the body
to the development and performance of the self in everyday life what images of the body
influence people s expectations of themselves and others written in a clear and
comprehensible way the body in society introduces students to the key conceptual
frameworks that help us to understand the social significance of the human body this
second edition has been thoroughly updated to take into account recent theories and
debates and also includes enhanced pedagogical features using familiar examples from
everyday life such as diet and exercise regimes personal hygiene dress displays of emotion
and control over bodily functions coupled with examples from popular culture the text has
strong contemporary relevance and will strike a chord with all who read it this book will
be essential reading for students taking courses on the body in sociology anthropology
gender studies and cultural studies



Junior Encyclopedia Human Body 2012-01
new york times bestseller a must read owner s manual for every body take a head to toe
tour of the marvel that is the human body in this delightful anecdote propelled read the
boston globe from the author of a short history of nearly everything with a new afterword
you will marvel at the brilliance and vast weirdness of your design the washington post bill
bryson once again proves himself to be an incomparable companion as he guides us
through the human body how it functions its remarkable ability to heal itself and
unfortunately the ways it can fail full of extraordinary facts your body made a million red
blood cells since you started reading this and irresistible brysonesque anecdotes the body
will lead you to a deeper understanding of the miracle that is life in general and you in
particular as bill bryson writes we pass our existence within this wobble of flesh and yet
take it almost entirely for granted the body will cure that indifference with generous doses
of wondrous compulsively readable facts and information as addictive as it is
comprehensive this is bryson at his very best

This Mortal Coil 2016
human anatomy has never been as entertaining as this look at a day in the busy human
body factory from the ceo sending out orders in the brain to waste being sorted and
delivered out of the body at the other end the busy workers who keep everything running
smoothly introduce each department all the major systems are covered and the ingenious
illustrations are packed with humorous details that kids will love to pore over all of this
amazing artwork is backed up with fascinating facts and clear explanations of the body s
essential processes whether it s toxic signs and workers wearing biohazard suits in the
large intestine lab workers in dinghies mixing gastric juices in the stomach with a giant
whisk or park keepers on the skin keeping things clean among glades of gently swaying
hairs and sweat gland sprinklers we promise that kids will never think about their bodies
in the same way again

The Human Body in Minutes 2017
revised for the 7th edition this full colour atlas is packaged with every new copy of the text
and includes 107 bone and 47 soft tissue photographs with easy to read labels this new
edition of the atlas contains a brand new comprehensive histology photomicrograph
section featuring over 50 slides of basic tissue and organ systems featuring photos taken
by renowned biomedical photographer ralph hutchings this high quality photographic
atlas makes an excellent resource for the classroom and laboratory and is referenced in
appropriate figure legends throughout the text the full text downloaded to your computer
with ebooks you can search for key concepts words and phrases make highlights and notes
as you study share your notes with friends ebooks are downloaded to your computer and
accessible either offline through the bookshelf available as a free download available
online and also via the ipad and android apps upon purchase you ll gain instant access to
this ebook time limit the ebooks products do not have an expiry date you will continue to
access your digital ebook products whilst you have your bookshelf installed

Anatomies 2013-02-07
a cultural history of the human body presents an authoritative survey from ancient times
to the present this set of six volumes covers 2800 years of the human body as a physical



social spiritual and cultural object volume 1 a cultural history of the human body in
antiquity 1000 bc 500 ad edited by daniel garrison northwestern university volume 2 a
cultural history of the human body in the medieval age 1000 1400 edited by linda kalof
michigan state university volume 3 a cultural history of the human body in the renaissance
1400 1650 edited by linda kalof michigan state university and william bynum university
college london volume 4 a cultural history of the human body in the enlightenment 1650
1800 edited by carole reeves wellcome trust centre for the history of medicine university
college london volume 5 a cultural history of the human body in the age of empire 1800
1920 edited by michael sappol national library of medicine in washington dc and stephen p
rice ramapo college of new jersey volume 6 a cultural history of the human body in the
modern age 1920 2000 edited by ivan crozier university of edinburgh and chiara
beccalossi university of queensland each volume discusses the same themes in its chapters
1 birth and death 2 health and disease 3 sex sexuality 4 medical knowledge and
technology 5 popular beliefs 6 beauty and concepts of the ideal 7 marked bodies i gender
race class age disability and disease 8 marked bodies ii the bestial the divine and the
natural 9 cultural representations of the body 10 the self and society this means readers
can either have a broad overview of a period by reading a volume or follow a theme
through history by reading the relevant chapter in each volume superbly illustrated the
full six volume set combines to present the most authoritative and comprehensive survey
available on the human body through history

An Atlas of the Human Body ... 1976
gross and ghastly human body is an alternative fun factbook which draws children in with
its gruesome nature but provides essential facts about the human body that every child
should know did you know that there are about 600 hairs in a person s eyebrow or can you
guess how much of your life will you spend on the toilet learn about all the gross things
that the human body does with this fantastically gruesome factbook focusing on
everything truly terrible that happens to us gross and ghastly human body is a stomach
churning journey that investigates how and why our bodies can be so disgusting travel
from your head to your toes and discover a variety of funny facts like why your farts smell
and how bogies get in your nose packed full of facts puzzles and games young readers are
sure to find out something new and revolting about their bodies including delightfully
disgusting illustrations this is a must have for every young budding scientist or 6 9 year
old who loves a bit of toilet humour

The Body in Society 2013-01-22
the human body in health disease presents a body system approach with a strong
emphasis on basic anatomy and physiology concepts as well as the mechanisms of disease
and pathologic conditions associated with each body system two unifying themes are
integrated in this comprehensive text the complementary nature of structure and function
and homeostasis complex topics are covered using a friendly writing style

The Body 2019-10-15
looks beneath the surface of the human body to show what makes up one of nature s most
complex structures
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